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MENDELSSOHN�
THE HANOVER BAND�

Roy Goodman,�director�
Christopher Kite,�fortepiano�

Benjamin Hudson,�violin�

 Disc One�

Hebrides Overture�Fingal's Cave�, Op. 26� 9.00�

Piano Concerto No. l in G minor, Op. 25� 20.30�
 I Molto Allegro con fuoco - 7.27�
 II Andante - 6.37�
 III Presto 6.26�

Symphony No. 3 in A minor�Scottish�, Op. 56� 36.23�
 I Andante con moto - Allegro un poco agitato 15.03�
 II Vivace non troppo 4.26�
 III Adagio 8.11�
 IV Allegro vivacissimo 8.43�

Total playing time 65.53�
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ROY GOODMAN, Musical Director / Violin�

Roy Goodman has a flourishing career as an international conductor, with principal�
posts with the Umeå Symphony Orchestra and the Swedish Northern Opera, the�
Manitoba Chamber Orchestra in Winnipeg and the European Union Baroque Or-�
chestra.  He also appears as guest conductor with many ensembles throughout�
northern Europe.�He was Musical Director of the Hanover Band from 1981 to 1994,�
and made many ground breaking recordings with them, including the complete�
Beethoven and Schubert Symphony cycles, the London symphonies by Haydn and�
wind concertos by Mozart, and the complete symphonies and overtures by Weber.�

THE HANOVER BAND�

The Hanover Band was formed in 1980 by its Artistic Director, Caroline Brown. It uses�
authentic instruments and period principles of interpretation and its members are�
some of the finest specialists in Europe. Hanover signifies the Hanoverian period of�
1714-1830 and the word Band is the 18�th�-century term for an orchestra. In order to�
create a classical orchestra which would revitalise and expand the public's aware-�
ness of the rich repertoire of the period, research has been made into the playing�
techniques, set-up of the instruments and the use of original or exact replicas of the�
instruments of the period. Extensive research is made into the performing material�
of the time, consulting original manuscripts, autographs and first editions of the�
works to be performed.�
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 Disc Two�

Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage, Op. 27� 11.12�

Violin Concerto in E minor, Op. 64� 27.00�
I Allegro molto appassionato - 13.16�
II Andante - 7.56�
III Allegretto non troppo - Allegro molto vivace          5.48�

Symphony No. 4 in A major�Italian�, Op. 90� 29.03�
I Allegro Vivace 11.12�
II Andante con moto 5.58�
III Con moto moderato 6.20�
IV Saltarello: Presto 5.33�

Total playing time 67.15�

Recorded at All Saints' Church, Tooting�
Disc one, tracks 1, 5-8, disc two, track 1 recorded 17�th� & 18�th� December 1990.�

Disc one, tracks 2-4, disc two, tracks 5-8 recorded 15�th� to 17�th� May 1988.�
Disc two, tracks 2-4 recorded 8�th� to 10�th� August 1988.�

This compilation:�
    2005 Wyastone Estate Ltd.�
©� 2005 Wyastone Estate Ltd.�
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Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy�
(1809 - 1847)�

 Mendelssohn had been encouraged by his mentor Goethe and teacher Zelter to�
visit Italy, and did so in 1830.  While in Rome he started composing a new symphony�
inspired by "the land of bright skies and warmth", and wrote to his sister in February�
of the next year that "the Italian symphony is coming on well: it will be the happiest�
piece I have yet composed." At the same time he writes that a Piano Concerto "I�
would like to write for myself for Paris, is beginning to whirl in my head." He�
returned to Germany later in 1831 and on October 17�th� he gave a special concert in�
which he played the first performance of the Piano Concerto which legend claims he�
wrote down in just three days before the concert. The audience included the King and�
Queen of Bavaria (Mendelssohn enjoyed royalty) and the concerto "met with a long�
and vivid reception. The King led the applause - after my playing they tried to call�
me back and applauded, as it is usual here, but I was modest and did not appear�
again."�
 After a shuddering tremolando upbeat the soloist leaps into action with great�
verve and élan and proceeds to introduce the first theme before the orchestra gets a�
chance - the usual classical procedure is thus reversed and the customary 'double�
exposition' condensed into one. Further compression occurs as the first movement�
peters out over a striking trumpet call and merges seamlessly with the serene and�
lyrical Andante in remote E major. Another trumpet fanfare rudely shatters the�
prolonged trance of this reverie and an urgent transition heralds the triumphant�
emergence of the tune of the toccata finale - a brilliant tour de force of pianistic�
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BENJAMIN HUDSON, violin�

Violinist Benjamin Hudson has been soloist and concertmaster under conductors�
Pierre Boulez, Dennis Russell Davies, Lukas Foss, James Levine and Gerard Schwarz.�
He has given recitals in England, Finland, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain and�
throughout the United States. Apart from having a reputation as one of America's�
finest period-instrument violinists, he is also a leading contemporary music per-�
former.  Benjamin Hudson has been concertmaster of the Stuttgart Chamber Orches-�
tra since 1995.�

Violin: Sergio Peressone, 1985; based on a Guarneri del Gesu; strung with gut strings.�
Bow: Christophe Landon, 1987; classical bow in Tourte style�

CHRISTOPHER KITE, fortepiano�

Christopher Kite gained a degree at Oxford before commencing further study at the�
Royal College of Music. In 1977 he was a prize-winner in the International Harpsi-�
chord Competition in Bruges, and he was Professor of Harpsichord and Fortepiano�
at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama from 1974 until his untimely death in�
June 1994.  Well-known as a recitalist on both harpsichord and fortepiano he toured�
the USA and Europe extensively. He made regular broadcasts on BBC Television�
and Radio, and recorded programmes for many foreign radio networks. His record-�
ings range from Dufay to Beethoven with performances on clavichord, organ, harp-�
sichord and fortepiano.�

Fortepiano made by Carl Henschker in Vienna c.1840. from the Richard Burnett Collec-�
tion, Finchcocks, Goudhurst, Kent.�
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work's structure: the work is unified not only by the indication that the four move-�
ments are to be played without a break, but also by some cross-reference of themes�
from one movement to the other (particularly between the first and last movements).�
The second movement is in 2/4 time and is an example of the extremely delicate,�
fleet-footed scherzando style which Mendelssohn made very much his own (the�
Scherzo of the String Octet immediately springs to mind as another example). It forms�
a felicitous contrast to the notably serious character of the rest of the Symphony.  The�
Symphony's coda, as well as providing an affirmative conclusion also serves to bind�
the work together thematically in that it relates to the music of the opening movement�
- now purged of its brooding quality, though still retaining the dignity appropriate to�
the regal surroundings in which the work was conceived.�

The Violin Concerto was composed at Soden near Frankfurt am Main in Septem-�
ber 1844 when Mendelssohn was enjoying a recuperative summer holiday with his�
family. The premiere was given at the Gewandhaus in Leipzig (where Mendelssohn�
was chief conductor) on March 13�th�, 1845. The soloist was Ferdinand David who had�
been a friend of the composer from his childhood and the conductor was Men-�
delssohn's deputy, the Danish composer Niels Gade. Two years later the composer�
was dead.�

The opening is remarkable - a serenely melancholy melody poised over a hushed�
orchestral background. As in the first Piano Concerto the customary double-exposi-�
tion (which even Beethoven observed) becomes one and the cadenza is unusually�
placed before rather than after the recapitulation. Once again there is a link into the�
slow movement and a transition from this tranquil 'song without words' into the�
scampering finale.�

© 1989 Geraint Lewis & 1991 John Pickard�
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virtuosity and compositional wizardry.�
 After his return from Italy, Mendelssohn, perhaps not surprisingly, found it�
difficult to recapture the sunny frame of mind he'd enjoyed whilst there and the�
score for the Italian Symphony appeared to cause him enormous difficulties. Never-�
theless it was successfully first performed under his direction at a Philharmonic�
Society concert in London's Hanover Square on March 13th, 1833 and it is therefore�
odd that he steadfastly refused to sanction its publication and that it was never�
played in Germany during his lifetime. It eventually emerged posthumously with-�
out the extensive revision he proposed for the Finale in particular.�

Audiences and critics alike have been baffled by Mendelssohn's reservations, for�
the Italian Symphony exudes an air of effortless effervescence and the sheer joy of�
inspiration. The deliciously textured opening dances infectiously and the movement�
as a whole shows how Mendelssohn could breathe a Romantic spirit into a Classical�
form to perfection. Its lissom melodies step along with a swing and the lilting rhythm�
suggests a kinship with Beethoven's Seventh Symphony (also in A) and the slow�
movement confirms the link. The measured tread of this processional conjures up a�
ceremonial scene and once drawn into its frame of mind the listener might be�
forgiven for catching a passing whiff of incense, as this was the movement inspired�
by a church procession in Naples. Though Goethe may be the presiding spirit of the�
Con moto moderato (a minuet in all but name) Mendelssohn seems here to recapture�
the magic world of his music for A Midsummer Nights Dream - a gentle, even�
nostalgic dance which trips away delightfully into the distance.  We are back down to�
earth with a bump in the finale, which starts as a convulsive Roman dance - the�
Saltarello (saltare: 'to jump'). The sheer energy of this movement is unflagging and it�
eventually incorporates an even livelier dance - the Tarantella. Once thought to be�
caused by an unfortunate encounter with a tarantula it now seems that both dance�
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and spider are etymologically derived from Taranto in Apulia, but are otherwise�
unrelated!�
 Mendelssohn’s literary and artistic skills made him unusually sensitive both to poetic�
and to visual stimuli and both of these aspects are reflected in the works recorded here.�
Meeresstille und gluckliche Fahrt� (Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage) Op. 27, was stimulated not�
through any particular personal experience but by Goethe's poem of the same name:�

Calm at Sea�
Silence deep rules o'er the waters, / Calmly slumbering lies the main,�
While the sailor views with trouble / Nought but one vast level plain.�
Not a zephyr is in motion! / Silence fearful as the grave!�
In the mighty waste of ocean / Sunk to rest is every wave.�

Prosperous Voyage�
The mist is fast clearing, / And radiant is heaven,�
Whilst Aeolus loosens / Our anguish-fraught bond.�
The zephyrs are sighing. / Alert is the sailor.�
Quick! nimbly be plying! / The billows are riven,�
The distance approaches; / I see land beyond!�

 The overture was composed in 1828, when Mendelssohn was nineteen years old,�
and although it is not minutely descriptive of every aspect of the poem, it certainly�
derives its two-part structure from the literary model, the first section functioning as�
a slow introduction to the thematically related main section, marked�Molto Allegro e�
vivace.�Upon hearing of this precocious work Goethe himself congratulated the young�
composer: 'Sail well in your music - may the voyage always be as prosperous as this!'�
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 Just a few months after the completion of that work Mendelssohn was to be found�
sightseeing in Scotland and experiencing to the full the notorious British Summer. He�
set sail for the Hebrides, and was apparently quite sea-sick, but this didn't seem to�
impair his musical faculties for, in a letter dated August 7,1829 'On one of the�
Hebrides', Mendelssohn tells his father: “In order to make clear what a strange mood�
has come over me in the Hebrides, the following occurred to me…” What follows,�
roughly scribbled on staves drawn free-hand but (astonishingly) including numer-�
ous instrumental indications to be worked up into the final score, is the first twenty-�
one bars of one of the best-loved works in the orchestral repertoire - the Overture Die�
Hebriden (Die Fingalshole) - Fingal's Cave Op. 26.  He returned to this sketch just over a�
year later, when he composed the first version of�The Hebrides� Overture (it reached its�
final version only after a further eighteen months).  One wonders whether the immedi-�
acy of expression to be encountered in�The Hebrides� Overture has something to do with�
the fact that it was borne of physical experience, rather than stimulated by a text.�

Although the Scottish Symphony was not completed until 1842 (with a dedication�
to Queen Victoria) its origins can be traced to the Scottish trip of 1829 – this time to an�
experience on July 30�th� at Holyrood House, Edinburgh, once the home of Mary Stuart.�
Mendelssohn wrote:�

The chapel beside it has now lost its roof. It is overgrown with grass and ivy, and at the altar�
Mary was crowned Queen of Scotland. Everything is ruined, decayed and open to the sky. I�
believe I have found there the beginning of my Scottish Symphony.�

 The symphony as a whole is notable for its seriousness - particularly in the first�
movement, which rarely leaves the minor mode even for the more lyrical second�
subject.  Additionally, Mendelssohn attempted to break new ground in terms of the�
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MENDELSSOHN�
Symphonies 3 & 4, Violin & Piano Concertos�
Overtures Hebrides & Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage�
Benjamin Hudson,�violin�, Christopher Kite,�fortepiano�
The Hanover Band, Roy Goodman,�director�

 Disc One�

Hebrides Overture�Fingal's Cave� Op. 26� 9.00�

Piano Concerto No. l in G minor, Op. 25�
 I Molto Allegro con fuoco - 7.27�
 II Andante - 6.37�
 III Presto 6.26�

Symphony No. 3 in A minor�Scottish�, Op. 56�
 I Andante con moto�
  - Allegro un poco agitato 15.03�
 II Vivace non troppo 4.26�
 III Adagio 8.11�
 IV Allegro vivacissimo 8.43�

Total playing time 65.53�

Disc Two�

Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage, Op. 27� 11.12�

Violin Concerto in E minor, Op. 64�
I Allegro molto appassionato - 13.16�
II Andante - 7.56�
III Allegretto non troppo�
 - Allegro molto vivace          5.48�

Symphony No. 4 in A major�Italian�, Op. 90�
I Allegro Vivace 11.12�
II Andante con moto 5.58�
III Con moto moderato 6.20�
IV Saltarello: Presto 5.33�

Total playing time 67.15�
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